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Expert tips on exactly when, what,  
and how to send abandoned cart SMS

How to accelerate  
your abandoned cart 
strategy with SMS
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Attention is hard to get these days 

We’ve dug into the data and analysed the performance of tens of thousands 
of abandoned cart SMS sends across the retail industry narrowing in on the 
top performing SMS campaigns. In this report, we will share exclusive insights 
on what best in class looks like, so you can maximise sales and recover 
abandoned carts. 

We'll show you:

Introduction

WHEN  
to send

WHAT  
to send

HOW  
to send
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While the average results are close, we’ve seen  
a 60 minute delay send work most effectively  
across abandoned cart SMS campaigns. 

This gives customers time to consider their 
purchase, while grabbing their attention when  
it’s still front of mind. 

Consider building an abandoned cart SMS journey 
incorporating multiple SMS. Read on to find out how. 

Timing is everything! When should 
you send your abandoned cart SMS? 
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Top 3 highest 
performing

Avg results  
CTR

Avg click  
to order

With each 100 SMS sends, average  
resulting orders would be

   60 mins 41% 41% 16.4

   10 mins 25% 64% 16.3

   2 hours 27% 61% 16.0
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Top 3 highest performing send times
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Building abandoned 
cart SMS journeys
We’ve seen success from customers 
sending multiple abandoned cart SMS,  
by staying front of mind and driving  
a sense of urgency.

Up to 20 carts recovered  
with each 100 SMS sent

Initial SMS
Start with a timely  
reminder

1
S M S

Follow up
Introduce a time sensitive  
discount code to prompt action

2
S M S

Hey [firstName]. You left 
items in your cart! Use 
code [code] and grab 10% 
off your entire basket: 
[cartUrl]STOP to opt out.

[firstName], finish 
shopping now! [Store] 
Check out: [cartUrl]  
STOP to opt out.

Hey [firstName}. Don't miss out 
on your faves! Last chance to 
use code [discountcode] for 10% 
off your basket: Shop [cartUrl] 
STOP to opt out.

Still thinking about it? 
Here's 10% off to help you 
decide. Simply use the code 
{discountcode] at checkout. 
[Store] Shop here: [cartUrl]  
STOP to opt out.
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Key elements to an effective 
abandoned cart SMS

 Personalisation
Make the SMS relevant.  
Be sure to include your store 
name and your customer’s 
name if you can. 

1

 Exclusive discount code
If you’re offering a discount, 
don’t forget to include the 
unique code.

2

 Cart URL
Give your customers a 
direct link to their cart for  
a fast and easy checkout. 

3

 

Hey Sam, forget something 

at John’s Jeans?! Use code 

DISCOUNT10 to receive 10% 

off your order! Check out: 

[cartUrl]  STOP to opt out.

Be succinct
Keep your SMS short and  
simple to grab attention.

4

Opt out 
Always provide an option  
for subscribers to opt out.

5
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Top 5 best 
performing 
abandoned cart 
SMS templates 
with proven 
success

Surprise and delight with  
an automatic discount

We noticed you left something 
in your cart. We automatically 
added 15% off for you to 
complete your purchase?  
Keep shopping: [cartUrl]  
STOP to opt out.

4Get creative and incorporate 
a play on words

Your shopping bag has 
abandonment issues. 
Finish shopping and 
give these items a 
loving home. Check out: 
[cartUrl] STOP to opt out.

3

Offer greater customer support 

We noticed you left  
something in your cart.  
Would you like to complete 
your purchase? Keep shopping: 
[cartUrl] Or call for more info: 
[businessPhoneNumber].  
STOP to opt out.

2

Share exclusive  
discount codes 

Forget something at 
[store]?! Use code 
[discountcode] to receive 
10% off your next order!  
[cartUrl] STOP to opt out.

5

A simple reminder 1

Hey you forgot something!  
It's in the bag. Don’t forget 
you've left items in your cart: 
[cartUrl] STOP to opt out.
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Final thoughts
With 90% of messages read in 90 seconds, SMS is a highly effective way to achieve great cut through. 

To help you get the most out of this channel, here are some additional tips for you to consider when 
planning out your abandoned cart SMS strategy: 

Source: Shopify Abandoned Cart SMS campaigns, December 2020 – January 2021

 Segment your audience
Tailor your message based on your 

key segments. This could  
be as simple as including a VIP  

led message for your subscribers  
or offering discount codes to high 

value customers.

A/B test
To assess the effectiveness of your strategy, 

consider A/B testing by changing one variable 
at a time with each campaign. For example, test 

a campaign with an exclusive discount code 
compared to one without. This will help you 

clearly identify key elements of your activity that 
best resonates with your target audience.

A B

Reporting and tracking
Review and analyse the performance 

of each campaign. Compare the  
SMS click through rates and click 

to order rates to assess what’s 
engaging for your customers and 

what’s driving conversion.

Speak to one of our SMS Marketing experts today to learn more

https://messagemedia.com/au/
https://messagemedia.com/au/sms-integrations/shopify/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=social&utm_term=&utm_content=&utm_campaign=shopify_abandoned_cart
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MessageMedia is a mobile messaging solution that helps businesses of  
all sizes – from SMBs to enterprise level – better connect with customers.  
With 90 percent of messages read within 90 seconds and 65,000 customers 
worldwide, MessageMedia drives business success by creating engaging  
mobile experiences that customers love. 

Messaging solutions such as alerts and notifications, billing and payments, 
appointment reminders, marketing, and staff scheduling are used by leading  
brands in healthcare, education, retail, utilities, and other industries. 

With offices across the United States, United Kingdom, Australia and 
New Zealand, MessageMedia is your number one choice for easy  
and engaging global business messaging.

Get started with SMS Marketing Automation today.

Learn more at messagemedia.com/Shopify

About MessageMedia

https://messagemedia.com/au/
https://messagemedia.com/au/sms-integrations/shopify/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=social&utm_term=&utm_content=&utm_campaign=shopify-abandoned-cart

